
VERSA-Pak Systems 
Modular Control Room Systems with X-FRAME Technology

Innovation … On Demand!

Rugged • Always Ready-to-Roll  

Lightweight

Modular 

‘Production-designed’ in the real world of broadcast television

Easy to assemble and use

Rapid deployment

The VERSA PAK setup is far more flexible than any other mobile control facility in the industry. 
Construction and tear-down is faster and more efficient and each individual modular unit can be 
reconfigured to personalize every system component to best meet the specific needs of the venue. As 
part of its multi-year contract to provide broadcast facilities to The French Open, VER was able to update
the Roland Garros broadcast-cabin compound with new technologies and new approaches to 
furniture design, namely, a full installation of new VERSA PAK modular systems.
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VER Serves Up Tech for U.S. Rightsholders at French Open, June 02, 2014
By Ken Kerschbaumer, Editorial Director,
Sports Video Group [SVG]

While the three-network collaboration has become a well oiled machine, ESPN continues to innovate its 
approach to broadcasting the French Open. This year, ESPN tapped VER to provide flypacks and technical
facilities to cover each of the televised courts at Roland Garros. The French Open has also given VER a
chance to show off its new furniture-making skills. Vince Pace, whose tooling and design work was 
instrumental in the creation of 3D-camera rigs, helped create lighter racks and equipment furniture that can
also be easily reconfigured. “Everything from the monitor walls to the front and back bench and to the EVS was 
built in-house” Howie Rosenthal, Director of Broadcast Operations for VER, notes. “Using Vince’s X-frame
technology, we were able to pack all of the control-room furniture in three shipping containers and also have it
built, on-site, in a day and a half.”
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Versa Pak  
Strategic Assemblies by VER

INNOVATION … ON DEMAND!  
In the simplest sense, PRG offers two levels of custom 
fly-pack systems - with just about infinite options to 
configure! 

First, the Advantage Systems - small footprint  
production centers such as the specialty 35LIVE!  
35mm Multicam production system and a 
whole host of customized ‘mini’ HD units 

Need more? A Bigger Bang? 
SUPER SYSTEMS - all racked up and  
ready to roll! 

Gold • Platinum • Silver 

and, of course, the signature 

VERSA PAK LINE 
featuring proprietary X-Frame Technology 

Next, choose your adventure … choose your CORE:  
Up to 6 cameras in the Super Systems - over seven: 
Versa Pak! Check out the Router List and customize - 
create the power and vision you need (that’s right, be 
sure to take ‘The Beast’ to the French Open, next time): 

• Beast 1 
• Brutus
• Brute 
• NVISION 1 
• NVISION 2 

Versatility  •  Scale to size  •  1080p 3G  •  4K  •  MADI 
DANTE  •  Lightweight  •  Modular  •  Add as you go!  

    • Can be used for REMI and At Home Productions 

    • International shipping compliant  

    • Works with “Cinema Full Sensor” Cameras 

    • Truck Friendly w/ Flex Solutions. 

  

Cisco Live • Netflix • French Open • ESPN • NFL Network 

Super Bowl • Masters Golf • Ted Talks • and many more …




